ABSTRACT: A key stage in HIV-1 maturation toward an infectious virion requires sequential proteolytic cleavage of the Gag polyprotein leading to the formation of a conical capsid core that encloses the viral RNA genome and a small complement of proteins. The final step of this process involves severing the SP1 peptide from the CA-SP1 maturation intermediate, which triggers the condensation of the CA protein into the capsid shell. The details of the overall mechanism, including the conformation of the SP1 peptide in CA-SP1, are still under intense debate. In this report, we examine tubular assemblies of CA and the CA-SP1 maturation intermediate using magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy. At magnetic fields of 19.9 T and above, outstanding quality 2D and 3D MAS NMR spectra were obtained for tubular CA and CA-SP1 assemblies, permitting resonance assignments for subsequent detailed structural characterization. Dipolar-and scalar-based correlation experiments unequivocally indicate that SP1 peptide is in a random coil conformation and mobile in the assembled CA-SP1. Analysis of two CA protein sequence variants reveals that, unexpectedly, the conformations of the SP1 tail, the functionally important CypA loop, and the loop preceding helix 8 are modulated by residue variations at distal sites. These findings provide support for the role of SP1 as a trigger of the disassembly of the immature CA capsid for its subsequent de novo reassembly into mature cores and establish the importance of sequence-dependent conformational plasticity in CA assembly.
■ INTRODUCTION
Maturation of HIV-1 into an infectious virion involves sequential proteolytic cleavages of Gag polyprotein into its constituent domains ( Figure 1A) . 1, 2 The final step is the cleavage of the 14-residue SP1 peptide from the CA domain, followed by the condensation of the 231-residue CA protein into a conical capsid. 3 In mature virions, the capsids are composed of ∼1200 copies of the CA protein that encloses two copies of the viral RNA genome and a small complement of proteins. 3, 4 The capsid architecture was described using an idealized "fullerene cone" model, where 12 pentameric CA units are incorporated into the predominantly hexagonal surface lattice, to form a closed structure. 5 The recent cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) studies of native HIV-1 cores revealed considerable variability in the number of hexameric CA units comprising the capsid, and all-atom molecular dynamics models were generated for capsids consisting of 166 or 216 CA hexamers that together with 12 pentamers assemble into a closed structure ( Figure 1B ). 6 Recent attention has focused on the maturation process as a potential target for a novel class of inhibitors termed maturation inhibitors. 7, 8 These include Bevirimat (BVM) and its derivatives, which inhibit the viral maturation by binding to the CA-SP1 cleavage site. 9 Despite intense studies into the mechanisms of the maturation process and the action of maturation inhibitors, key aspects remain obscure at the molecular level. For example, the structure of the HIV-1 CA-SP1 maturation intermediate is unknown at atomic or subatomic resolution, neither in vitro nor in a cellular context. In addition, it still remains unknown how maturation inhibitors interact with SP1: neither are the interaction sites known nor is there any information about possible conformational changes, induced in SP1 upon binding. An early solution NMR study of the SP1 peptide in the context of CA CTD -SP1-NC suggested the presence of a minor α-helical conformation that is in equilibrium with a random coil conformation. 10 Two subsequent studies conducted on an isolated SP1 peptide 11 and on two SP1-containing peptides encompassing portions of CA CTD and NC domains 12 indicated that the helical structure in solution is promoted in 30% trifluoroethanol, and the coil-tohelix transition also occurs in aqueous media at high SP1 concentrations. 11 A recent cryo-ET study of viral particles constructed from Gag and from various maturation intermediates revealed that, morphologically, the CA-SP1 maturation intermediate exhibits significant variability and does not show the striated CA layer seen in the immature Gag and in the early stage maturation intermediates. 13 The inherent resolution of cryo-ET is such that the detailed structure of the SP1 peptide could not be delineated, and it was not clear whether any of the electron density observed corresponded to the SP1 peptide in any of the constructs examined. A brand new cryo-ET study of CA-SP capsids from Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) assembled in vitro revealed that the RSV SP peptide in that virus core is unstructured. 14 Another open question in the field is what serves as the trigger for the cleavage of SP1 and the subsequent HIV-1 capsid assembly. One hypothesis proposes that upon proteolytic cleavage of SP1 peptide, the CA lattice changes in shape from spherical to conical. The second hypothesis posits that during the retroviral maturation process, the immature lattice disassembles during the course of proteolytic cleavages of Gag and that the mature core reassembles de novo. The role of the SP1 cleavage during the final maturation step is thought to mediate disassembly of the immature CA.
14 This most recent hypothesis is corroborated by several pieces of evidence, predominantly provided by cryo-ET results: (i) the removal of the RSV SP peptide is not required for the CA assembly into capsids in vitro, and (ii) the disassembly of the immature-like lattice appears to be required for correct conical core assembly. The above study also revealed that the SP peptide is unstructured in the assembled RSV CA-SP cores.
Analysis of the maturation mechanism(s) has been challenging since assemblies of CA with various maturation inhibitors are not amenable for atomic-level structural studies by the well-established structural biology techniques. While solution NMR and X-ray diffraction provided a wealth of information on isolated protein molecules or domains of Gag, including CA, they cannot examine the proteins in the context of large-scale assemblies. Cryo-EM, having yielded critical knowledge about the structures of various HIV-1 proteins in the assembled states, 5, 15, 16 in general does not provide atomicresolution information, although recent advances are leading to breakthroughs toward this end. 17 Furthermore, flash freezing of specimens and cryogenic temperatures precludes the identification of dynamic regions in the assembled proteins.
MAS NMR spectroscopy is an emerging and promising technique for studying HIV-1 protein assemblies, since it yields atomic-resolution information, does not require cryogenic temperatures, and is operational at a wide range of sample conditions, including physiological or close to physiological temperatures and pH. Under such conditions, both structure and dynamics of assembled proteins can be readily probed. Indeed, our previous studies have already established that MAS NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for examining conical CA assemblies. 18, 19 Furthermore, through integration of MAS and solution NMR, comprehensive insights were gained into the structural plasticity of HIV-1 capsids. Specifically, we uncovered the key role of millisecond time scale motions in the hinge region of CA, coupled to a molecular switch mechanism that controls the number of accessible conformers and their populations in pleiotropic capsid assembly. 18 In this report, we examine the structure of HIV-1 CA and CA-SP1 assemblies of tubular morphologies. Tubular assemblies resemble the authentic viral capsids and recapitulate their salient structural features: the curved hexagonal lattice formed by hexameric CA units, the intermolecular interhexamer CTD-CTD contacts across the local pseudo two-and three-fold axes, and the hexamer forming NTD-NTD and NTD-CTD interfaces. 6, 20 Despite critical structural information obtained from the cryo-EM studies of tubular assemblies and cryo-ET characterization of intact viral cores, the subnanometer resolution of these methods limits further structural analysis of HIV-1 maturation intermediates, of mature capsids, and of their interactions with maturation inhibitors and cellular host factors. We demonstrate here that tubular CA and CA-SP1 assemblies yield unprecedented high-resolution MAS NMR spectra at magnetic fields of 19.9 T and above, permitting resonance assignments that are a prerequisite for detailed structural characterization of the assembly. Our results for two amino acid sequence variants of CA, derived from strains HXB2 and NL4-3 (the primary amino acid sequences are shown in Figure 2D ), reveal surprisingly large conformational differences in two functionally important loops, the CypA loop and the loop preceding helix 8. Remarkably, we find that SP1 peptide is dynamically disordered and exists in a random coil conformation in the assembled CA-SP1 from both constructs. Our results are in agreement with the recent findings by Keller et al. 14 and provide further support for the hypothesis that capsid maturation proceeds through de novo reassembly and that the role of SP1 cleavage is to mediate the disassembly of the immature CA lattice for maturation. Taken together, our data highlight the importance of conformational plasticity in HIV-1 CA protein assembly and call for atomic-level scrutiny of the structures and dynamics of the various maturation intermediates.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MAS NMR Spectroscopy of Tubular CA and CA-SP1 Assemblies. As shown in Figure 2 , in the presence of 1 M NaCl, CA and CA-SP1 organize into homogeneous tubular assemblies, whose dimensions are in accord with previous observations.
19 −21 These conditions are fully compatible with sample requirements for MAS NMR spectroscopy, and Figure 2C illustrates the quality of these assemblies: a hexagonal lattice is readily discernible in the conventional negatively stained TEM images. As demonstrated by us previously, these assemblies are stable under MAS conditions. 19 The tubular assemblies yield MAS NMR spectra of unprecedented resolution, as demonstrated in Figure 3 . In contrast to previous studies of conical assemblies by us 19 and of tubular assemblies by others, 22 resonance assignments are relatively facile and can be performed for an extensive portion of all residues, even from the 2D spectra. In Figure 3 , we provide a backbone walk for CA-SP1 (NL4-3/A92E), from 2D spectra. The corresponding backbone walk for CA (HXB2) tubular assemblies from 3D spectra is shown in Figure S1 . Similar quality data sets have been acquired for the other two samples: CA-SP1 (HXB2) and CA (NL4-3/A92E). Analysis of the chemical shifts reveals that with the exception of two flexible loops and several additional residues (vide infra), these shifts are in agreement with those previously reported by us as well as solution NMR chemical shifts of the CTD and NTD of the corresponding sequence variants (unpublished results and refs [18] [19] [20] 23) . A detailed comparison and analysis of the resonance assignments will be presented in a forthcoming report; here we focus solely on three regions: the SP1 tail, the CypA loop, and the loop preceding helix 8.
Sequence Variability and Conformational Plasticity of CA. HIV-1 strains exhibit significant sequence variability, 24 and different Gag sequence variants are associated with differential viral infectivity. 25−31 In laboratory settings, several naturally occurring sequence variants have been used for structural and functional studies, and mutants have been engineered to yield stable CA assemblies and/or force formation of particular type of oligomeric structures. 26−31 This naturally begs two questions: (i) to what extent do sequence variations impact the conformation and the dynamics of CA? and (ii) which structural and/or dynamic features in CA are affected in the different sequence variants and how does this modulate the viral infectivity?
To address the above questions, we investigated two closely related strains of HIV-1, HXB2, and NL4-3. The latter also contains an A92E mutation in the functionally important CypA loop; mutations in this loop often result in defective virus particles. 32−34 The A92E mutant is an escape mutant: its viral infectivity is ∼10% of wild-type infectivity but is restored by the inhibition of Cyclophilin A (CypA). 25, 28 The amino acid sequence of CA proteins used in our study differs by five residues ( Figure 2D ). In Figure 4 , a superposition of the NCA and NCACX spectra is shown for these two variants. From these spectra, the resonances corresponding to the residues differing between the two variants are easily assigned by inspection, except for the resonances of A208, which are missing. A large number of chemical shift changes are observed in residues that are conserved across the two sequence variants (Table 1) . Remarkably, all of these changes are mapped to residues in the CypA loop (NTD) and in the loop preceding helix 8 (CTD), as illustrated in Figure 4C . Given that the amino acid sequence variations A92/E92 and V83/L83 both occur in the CypA loop, it may not be too surprising that the chemical and electronic environment is changed resulting in chemical shift differences for loop residues. On the other hand, the finding of changes for residues in the loop preceding helix 8 is puzzling, given that the closest sequence differences are N120/H120 and A208/G208, ∼50 residues away in the primary sequence from this loop region. Inspection of the 3D structure of CA, however, reveals that the A208/G208 is spatially close to this loop, as illustrated in Figure 4C , and this may explain why the substitution of A208 by G208 influences the conformation and the chemical shifts of the loop preceding helix 8.
SP1 is a Dynamic Random Coil in Assembled CA-SP1 (NL4-3/A92E). The conformation of the SP1 peptide in CA-SP1 assemblies was investigated by a combination of dipolar and scalar correlation methods, as these provide complementary information on the rigid and mobile regions in a molecular structure, respectively.
To our surprise, the dipolar-based NCA and CP-DARR spectra of CA and CA-SP1 NL4-3/A92E assemblies are identical ( Figure S3) . No new resonances were observed, indicating that the SP1 region is either unstructured or mobile, with the latter causing dynamic averaging of the NMR signals. Next, direct-DARR experiments were carried out in an attempt to detect the SP1 resonances. In these experiments, replacement of the C dipolar interactions may result in cross peak disappearance.
As shown in Figure 5A −D, several new peaks emerged in the direct-DARR spectra of CA-SP1, all consistent with the residue types that are present in the SP1 tail. Site-specific resonance assignments were derived based on a J-INADEQUATE spectrum (Figure 5E−J) that revealed that these resonances are indeed associated with the SP1 tail (vide inf ra). No other differences in the spectra could be identified, indicating that the CA protein exhibits identical or very similar structures in the CA or CA-SP1 assemblies. The emergence of the new resonances from SP1 in CA-SP1 in the direct-DARR experiments is associated with the removal of the cross-polarization step, in the pulse sequence, suggesting that the associated SP1 residues are intrinsically mobile. This notion was borne out by the Jbased INADEQUATE experiments.
A superposition of the INADEQUATE spectra of CA and CA-SP1 is displayed in Figure 5E −J. Similar to the findings in the direct-DARR spectra ( Figure 5A−D) , resonances associated with SP1 emerge as new peaks in the CA-SP1 data set. All of these new peaks were assigned unambiguously to the SP1 residues, and the corresponding chemical shifts are provided in Table 2 . Analysis of the Chemical Shift Index (CSI) again revealed that the SP1 residues are in a random coil conformation. NCACX spectra of CA NL4-3 A92E (orange) and CA HXB-2 (black). For the NCACX spectra, an expansion of the region for aliphatic side chain resonances is shown. The red and magenta labels represent signals from the distinct residues in the NL4-3 A92E and HXB-2 variants, respectively. (C) A view of the 3D structure of CA (HXB2 variant, PDB file 3NTE). 44 Colored magenta are the residues that vary between the two constructs; in dark gray shown are the residues that are identical in the two variants, but whose chemical shifts are perturbed.
Interestingly, comparison of CA-SP1 INADEQUATE and direct-DARR spectra revealed that for N240, the INAD-EQUATE spectrum contained two signals, separated by 0.3 ppm, while only single peaks were present in the direct-DARR spectrum at the same position. The resonances are strong and distinct and given that there is only one Asn residue in the sequence, those peaks are assigned to two N240 conformers. Additional information was inferred about the chemical exchange rates between the two conformers taking into account that the 13 
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α − 13 C β J-coupling is ∼30−40 Hz, and the crosspolarization radio frequency (rf) field in CP-DARR experiment is ∼30 kHz. The N240 signal appears as a broadened pair of resonances in the INADEQUATE (Figure 5I) , as a single peak in the direct-DARR ( Figure 5C ), and is completely absent in the CP-DARR spectrum ( Figure 5K) . The difference in the resonance frequencies for the two conformers is ∼60 Hz. Therefore, the INADEQUATE experiment detects both conformers, whereas in the direct-DARR experiment only one of the two conformers, a more rigid one, is seen. Similarly, we find that T239 also exhibits two resonances in the INADEQUATE spectra, that are separated by 0.5 ppm (∼100 Hz), with again these resonances completely missing in the CP-DARR spectra, just as noted for the N240 resonances. This finding suggests that motions on the tens of milliseconds time scale are averaging out the 1 H− 13 C dipolar couplings for these residues.
Evidence for motions is also provided by the lack of signals in the CP-INADEQUATE spectra. In this experiment, a 1 H− 13 C cross-polarization period is incorporated in the pulse sequence prior to the INADEQUATE step (see Figure S2 for the pulse sequence diagrams). For rigid residues, the CP step will yield sensitivity enhancement, while for residues that are mobile on the time scale of the 1 H− 13 C dipolar interactions, ∼23 kHz or tens of microseconds, the CP signal will be motionally averaged. Figure 6 displays a superposition of the CP-INADEQUATE and INADEQUATE spectra of CA assemblies, demonstrating that resonances associated with the stretch of residues H226-L231 are present in the INADEQUATE spectrum, but missing in the CP-INADEQUATE data set. These data, together with the lack of these signals in the CP-DARR spectra, prove that these residues are mobile on the time scales of tens of microseconds. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 5 , the signals from the H226-L231 residue stretch that are present in the INADEQUATE spectra of CA are not present in the spectra of CA-SP1. It therefore appears that presence of the SP1 tail introduced motions into the H226-L231 stretch of residues, similar to those observed for SP1 residues T239 and N240. In summary, resonances for 12 out of 14 residues in the SP1 peptide are seen in the INADEQUATE spectra of the CA-SP1 NL4-3/A92E tubular assemblies, and CSI chemical shift analysis indicates a random coil conformation. The SP1 tail is mobile on the time scale of tens of microseconds, and some of the residues in SP1, such as T239 and N240, are also mobile on slower time scales, tens of milliseconds. Furthermore, the SP1 tail also modulates the motions of spatially close residues, in particular the H226-L231 stretch, which exhibits motions on both the microsecond and millisecond time scales in CA-SP1, while in CA the same residues are only mobile on microsecond time scale.
SP1 Conformation and Motions are Modulated by Distal Residues in HXB2.
Comparison of the CP-DARR spectra of CA and CA-SP1 HXB2 reveals that two intense resonances are present in the CA-SP1 spectra, one in the Ala and another in the Thr region ( Figure S4 ). Using a combination of other types of spectra, these two peaks were assigned to the SP1 peptide residues, as discussed below. The INADEQUATE spectra of CA and CA-SP1 HXB2 assemblies superimpose very well (Figure 7) , indicating that the overall structure is very similar. Unlike the CA-SP1 NL4-3/A92E, only a few new signals from SP1 appear in the CA-SP1 HXB2, and the combined resonance assignments are summarized in Table 2 . Two conformers for T239 were observed, similar to the findings Figure 5 . The superposition of the (A−D) direct-DARR, (E−J) INADEQUATE, and (K) CP-DARR spectra of the tubular assemblies of CA (orange) and CA-SP1 (black) NL4-3 A92E acquired at 19.9 T and 4°C. Expansions of different regions, illustrating the presence of new peaks in the spectra of the CA-SP1 assemblies that are not present in the corresponding spectra of the CA assemblies. In (K), an expansion of the DARR spectrum is shown for the region (ω 2 : 50−57 ppm/ ω 1 : 34−40 ppm) to illustrate the absence of the C α −C β correlation of N240 in CA-SP1. In contrast, this cross peak is present in the direct-DARR and INADEQUATE spectra (expansions C and I, respectively). The DARR mixing time in the direct-DARR and CP-DARR experiments was 50 ms.
for NL4-3/A92E, and the CSI analysis indicates that the corresponding residues in the SP1 tail are in a random coil conformation, similar to our findings for the CA-SP1 NL4-3/ A92E assemblies. Resonances associated with other residues in a The CSI column is the secondary structure predicted by CSI method: H-α helix, B-β sheet, C-random coil. b The assignments for E233 and Q237 residues are ambiguous.
c The assignments for M235 and M245 are based on solution chemical shifts. It is instructive to examine the resonances arising from the H226-L231 stretch of residues in HXB2. H226, K227, R229, and L231 resonances are seen in the CA (but not CA-SP1) spectra, and their chemical shifts are in excellent agreement with those from the NL4-3/A92E sample. Interestingly, the resonances for A228 and V230 are missing, possibly averaged out by motions.
Comparison of the INADEQUATE and CP-INADEQUATE spectra of CA and CA-SP1 HXB2 reveals that resonances for K227, R229, and L231 appear exclusively in the INADEQUATE data set of CA, similar to our findings for NL4-3/A92E. As discussed above, this observation indicates that these residues are mobile on the time scale of tens of microseconds. Interestingly, the peak corresponding to H226 appeared in both the INADEQUATE and CP-INADEQUATE spectra of CA HXB2, in contrast to the finding for CA NL4-3/A92E, and resonances for A228 and V230 in the CP-INADEQUATE spectrum of CA HXB2 sample are not at the same frequencies as in the CA NL4-3/A92E spectra.
Taken together, these findings indicate that the conformation of SP1 and of the spatially close residues is identical in HXB2 and NL4-3/A92E assemblies, but the dynamics is different.
SP1 Modulates the Motions in the CypA Loop. To our surprise, we noted that in the NCA spectra of CA and CA-SP1 HXB2 a number of signals are different and that more resonances overlapped in the CA-SP1 data set; at the same time, no distinct new resonances appear ( Figure S4) . Most of the different resonances are associated with residues in the functionally important CypA loop region, such as R97 and E98. Interestingly, substantial variations in the peak intensities between the CA and CA-SP1 spectra are seen: a number of intense resonances are present in the CA spectrum, while the corresponding peaks in the CA-SP1 data set are severely attenuated in intensity or completely missing. Notably, this behavior is observed for resonances associated with residues in the CypA loop, such as G89, A92, and G94. Interestingly, the A92 resonances are also missing in the CA-SP1 CP-DARR spectrum.
The observation of substantial resonance intensity variations for the CypA loop residues is intriguing. Our findings suggest that the SP1 tail induces motion in the CypA loop region rendering it more flexible in the CA-SP1 HXB2 tubular assemblies compared to the corresponding CA assemblies. The fact that SP1 has significant effects on the residues that are 150 amino acids away in the primary sequence and that belong structurally to the two separate domains of CA seemed puzzling. Even more surprising was the finding that for the CA NL4-3/A92E, no such effect on the CypA loop by the SP1 tail was observed. One possible explanation for this discrepancy may be that the A92E substitution in the CypA loop stabilizes the loop, such that SP1 no longer influences its dynamics. This notion is supported by our recent findings that the CypA loop dynamics, as measured via the H−N dipolar order parameters, is profoundly different in the HXB2 and NL4-3/A92E CA variants, with the A92E mutant exhibiting greatly attenuated motions on the nano to microsecond time scales (to be reported in a forthcoming manuscript).
■ CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
Tubular assemblies of HIV-1 CA and CA-SP1 proteins yielded unprecedented-quality MAS NMR spectra. Results from the combined dipolar-and scalar-based experiments unequivocally show that the SP1 peptide tail is in a random coil conformation and dynamically disordered and that conformational plasticity in functionally important loop regions of CA and CA-SP1 is induced by the primary sequence.
Our current results that the SP1 peptide is unstructured in the CA-SP1 assemblies, presented in this report, provide support for the hypothesis that capsid maturation proceeds through disassembly reassembly and that the role of SP1 cleavage is to mediate the disassembly of immature CA lattice during final maturation.
The current work sets the stage for further investigations into the mechanism of HIV-1 maturation and into evaluation the interactions of HIV-1 protein assemblies with maturation inhibitors at the detailed structural level. MAS NMR methods are envisioned to become a central tool in these studies as they offer unprecedented atomic-resolution insight into the structure and dynamics of the various HIV-1 protein complexes.
■ METHODS Sample Preparation. Expression and purification of CA and CA-SP1 (NL4-3/A92E and HXB variants) were performed as reported previously with a slight modification. 21 CA and CA-SP1, expressed in E. coli Ros2 (DE3) cells, were purified with cation exchange column chromatography with a 0−1 M NaCl gradient in a buffer containing 25 mM sodium phosphate pH 5.8, 1 mM DTT, and 0.02% NaN 3 . Proteins were further purified using size-exclusion column chromatography equilibrated with a buffer containing 25 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, and 0.02% NaN 3 . Tubular assemblies of CA and CA-SP1 were prepared from 32 mg/mL protein solutions in 25 mM phosphate buffer (pH 5.5) containing 1 M NaCl. The solutions were incubated at 37°C for 1 h and stored at 4°C for subsequent experiments. Transmission Electron and Laser Confocal Microscopy. The sample morphologies were characterized by TEM and laser confocal microscopy. TEM analysis was performed in a Zeiss CEM 902 transmission electron microscope operating at 80 kV. Samples were stained with ammonium molybdate (5%w/v), deposited onto 400 mesh, formval/carbon-coated copper grids, and dried for 40 min. Some of the assemblies were analyzed using a Zeiss Libra 120 transmission electron microscope operating at 120 kV. Samples were stained with uranyl acetate (5% w/v), deposited onto 400 mesh, formval/ carbon-coated copper grids, and dried for 40 min in the air. The copper grids were pretreated with Pelco easiGlow Discharge Unit to deposit a charge, so that the tubular assemblies are uniformly spread on the grid surface and adhere to it.
Confocal images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 510 NLO laser scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) using a Zeiss 40× (NA 1.3) oil immersion objective lens. All data were collected using the 584 nm laser line of a 25 mW argon and the 633 nm laser line of a 35 mW HeNe lasers (LASOS, Germany) with a rhodamine reflector and the transmitted light channel when appropriate. Protein solutions were stained with the Nile Blue A dye (10 ppm) solution being applied on the sample stage at 1:1 volume ratio.
Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy. MAS NMR spectra of CA and CA-SP1 HXB2 were acquired at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) at 21.1 T on an ultrawide bore instrument 35 outfitted with a 3.2 mm HXY sensitivity-enhanced low-E probe designed and built at NHMFL. 36, 37 Sample was packed inside a 3.2 mm pencil rotor (sample volume 36 uL). Larmor frequencies were 899.1 MHz ( 1 H), 226.1 MHz ( 13 C), and 91.1 MHz ( 15 N). The temperature was 4 ± 1°C throughout the experiments. Spectra were collected at the MAS frequency of 14.000 ± 0.001 kHz. 13 C and 15 N chemical shifts were referenced with respect to DSS and adamantane. The pulse sequence diagrams are shown in Figure S2 . The typical pulse lengths were 2. 38 1 H decoupling (100 kHz) was used during the direct and indirect acquisition periods. Recycle delay in all experiments was 2 s. Time-proportional phase incrementation (TPPI) 39 was used for phase-sensitive detection in the indirect dimensions. We note that in the direct-DARR experiment, the phase cycle for the 13 C pulses follows that of the NOESY experiment, and two magnetization transfer mechanisms may occur during the mixing: spin diffusion and cross-relaxation (NOESY). The cross-relaxation transfer is expected to be much less efficient, and the observed cross-peaks are expected to be predominantly due to rotary-assisted spin diffusion.
MAS NMR spectra of CA and CA-SP1 NL4-3 A92E variant were acquired at the University of Delaware on a Bruker 19. H− 15 N contact times were 1 and 1.5 ms, respectively. SPINAL-64 decoupling (80 kHz) was applied during the evolution and acquisition periods. The 1 H field strength during DARR was 13 kHz, and the DARR mixing time was 50 ms. Under these conditions predominantly one-bond correlations are observed in the spectra. States-TPPI 40 was used for frequency discrimination in the indirect dimension.
Other relevant experimental conditions are indicated in the figure captions and in the Supporting Information.
Processing and Analysis of Solid-State NMR Spectra. All spectra were processed with NMRpipe 41 and analyzed using Sparky. 42 For 2D and 3D data sets, 60°or 30°shifted sine bell apodization followed by a Lorentzian-to-Gaussian transformation was applied in all dimensions. Forward linear prediction to twice the number of the original data points was used in the indirect dimension in some data sets followed by zero filling to twice the total number of points.
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